Single molecule multiphotochromism with diarylethenes.
In single photochromes, the two isomers that are interconverted in photoinduced reactions can serve as on and off states in a molecular switching device. The addition of several photochromic moieties onto a single molecule can allow the processing of more complex logical patterns. For example, an asymmetric triad could, in principle, store a byte, rather than a bit, of data. Because of the potential impact of multiphotochromic molecules in many research areas, over the past decade several groups have synthesized these coupled structures. The targets are easily addressable molecules that display increased contrast between the on and off states and in which all isomers have significantly distinguishable optical signatures. In this Account, we provide an overview of the multiswitchable molecular systems that incorporate at least one diarylethene group, which is the most successful thermally stable (P-type) organic photochrome. Up to this point, most systems have presented significant limitations. First of all, the reversibility of the processes is hindered by several side reactions more frequently than for single photochromes. Second, switching one part of the compound impedes the photoreactivity of other fragments in approximately 50% of the cases, and maximizing the electronic communication increases the probability of partial activity. In addition, most of the few synthesized operative systems only demonstrate cumulative absorption spectra rather than new features. Finally, it is impossible to selectively induce a chosen conversion because one wavelength might trigger several processes. We also emphasize the promising successes of asymmetric diarylethene dimers and trimers and molecules that combine two families of photochromes, such as diarylethene added to fulgimide or phenoxy-naphthacenequinone. In that framework, theoretical simulations offer complementary tools to investigate these structures, both to obtain structure/property relationships and to propose paths for the design of more efficient molecules. However, due to the size of the systems, researchers can only apply semiquantitative models. The investigation of the absorption spectra of the photochromes with time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), the analysis of the topology of the LUMO + n (typically n = 1) of the closed-open hybrid, and an estimate of the steric stress in the hypothetical (ground-state) closed-closed structure serve as a useful combination of parameters to obtain initial insights regarding the photocyclization of the different open diarylethene groups. Nevertheless, because a first-order qualitative approach does not explore the potential energy surface of the photoexcited states, it remains inadequate for the investigation of some molecules.